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old norse biblical translations are known collectively as Stjórn. in the
years 1853–62 the industrious and talented scholar Carl Richard Unger
published an edition of Stjórn: “gammelnorsk Bibelhistorie. Fra Verdens
Skabelse Til Det Babylonske Fangenskab”. it was a substantial achievement and was welcomed by scholars in the field. This edition of Stjórn
did not, however, stimulate religious or hagiographic studies of old
norse literature as might have been expected. Unger wrote an important
introduction to the edition where he divided the material into three main
categories: Stjórn i, ii and iii. Stjórn i consisted of genesis and the 18
books of exodus (in his edition pp. 1–299), Stjórn ii exodus 19 until the
end of Deuteronomy (pp. 300–49) and Stjórn iii the books of Joshua
to the end of the books of Kings (pp. 349–654). Unger’s division of the
Stjórn material is still used by scholars albeit with slight variations.
The main representatives of the Stjórn texts are the MSS aM 226
fol and aM 227 fol. aM 226 fol covers all the text of Stjórn i, ii and iii.
Stjórn ii is, however, a 15th century addition to it and is lacking in aM
227 fol, comprising only Stjórn i and iii.
in the latter half of the 19th century, norwegian and icelandic nationalism gave a rise to the discussion of the origin of old norse literature,
whether the most important works, such as the eddic poetry or the
Kings’ Sagas were composed in iceland or in norway. Studies of the old
norse biblical material were unavoidably drawn into this debate, with
both norwegians and icelanders discussing from the late 1800s into the
first half of the 20th century whether Stjórn should be regarded as an
icelandic work or a norwegian one. The famous norwegian philologist
D. a. Seip published, as late as in 1956, a facsimile of one the main MS
of Stjórn, aM 227 fol, entitled “Stjórn aM 227 fol. a norwegian Version
of the old Testament Transcribed in iceland” (Corpus codicum islandicorum medii aevi Vol XX).
The main reason why Seip decided on this title derives from the preface to the two main manuscripts, aM 226 fol and aM 227 fol. it states
that King Hákon the 5th (d.1319) had ordered this book to be composed
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(“eptir fyrirsǫgn virðuligs herra Hákonar konungs”). Seip also put forward
linguistic arguments: the text of the MS aM 227 fol was full of wordforms which could only be regarded as old norwegian. He took as an
example words which did not obey the same mutation rules as in old icelandic, such as the nominatives ‘hǫll’, ‘kǫttr’, ‘hǫnd’ being unmutated as in
old norwegian where they appear as ‘hall’, ‘kattr’, ‘hand’. He also mentioned the loss of an inital h before l and r and some other pecularities
which he considered to be of norwegian origin. Some other scholars
agreed with Seip. Stefán Karlsson, however, maintained that these scribal
habits were due to icelandic export of MSS to norway during the 14th
century. But as far as i am aware no scholar has tried to explain the socalled norwegianisms as common linguistic features of the same cultural
landscape. iceland and norway were parts of the same country and had
to obey the same law under the governance of one king who held court
both in norway and iceland. it was therefore quite natural that he should
order books to be written for him either in norway or in iceland.
This debate of whether Stjórn and other works were of a norwegian
or icelandic origin overshadowed the importance of the biblical material
itself and its influence on religious studies in the norse area during the
Middle ages.
all the MSS containing biblical translations in old norse were written in iceland. its researcher must therefore start by looking into the cultural environment in iceland. There are two groups of Stjórn MSS, one
is connected with the augustinian monastery at Helgafell and the main
MS is aM 226 fol. This manuscript is a history of the world (aetates
mundi) and ends with gyðinga saga, history of the Jews. The other group
consists of aM 227 fol, which was presumely written at the Benedictine
monastery at Þingeyrar. We know also other MSS of Stjórn written in
these two scriptoria. it does not seem likeley that those MSS were meant
to be exported to norway, even though some fragments seem to have
landed there after the Reformation. only a single MS is considered to
have been written in first half of the 14th century, the rest during the latter half of the 1300s with the exception of the addition to aM 226 fol.
it is obvious that all these MSS were composed for the icelandic market.
it was thought that biblical material should be availabe to the common
people there in their own language.
as mentioned earlier, the prologue is common to both the main MSS,
aM 226 fol and aM 227 fol. it is a compiler’s work who is either using
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an older work of Stjórn or referring to it. it contains no dedication to the
king nor is he addressed. The compiler combines his own material in the
prologue with words from Historia scholastica by Peter Comestor and
concludes by stressing that he prefers biblical matters to be interpreted
from a historical viewpoint. His working method is comparable to that
found in the compilations by the abbot Bergr Sokkason, e. g. in nicholaus saga where he translates the preface of the John the Deacon in naples and with a few words added in front. one can also compare the
compiler’s attitude with the comments found in the preface of Tveggja
postula saga Jóns ok Jakobs in Skarðsbók written in the same scriptorium
as aM 226 fol, at Helgafell. Such methods of compiling or even rewriting
point to the activities in the icelandic monasteries during the 14th and
15th centuries, namely activities of studying and interpreting vernacular
religious texts which can be traced back to the second half of the 13th
century and to two eminent scholars in particular, the priest grímr
Hólmsteinsson and Brandr Jónsson, later Bishop in Hólar. Both these
clergymen were connected to the St. Victor monastery at Ver in Þykkvabæ.
Reidar astås, the editor of the present work, has for years dedicated
his research to Stjórn and other religious works in old norse, producing
valuable studies in that field written in both norwegian and english. He
has not published editions of old norse text before and Stjórn i–ii is
his first attempt to edit a text diplomatically from MSS and — it is also
the first attempt to edit the text of Stjórn in 150 years.
in the introduction astås describes former scholarly researches. He
devides the material in the same manner as Unger. However, astås differs from his 19th century predecessor in placing certain chapters which
Unger placed under Stjórn iii, under Stjórn iV. These consist mainly of
a translation of Historia scholastica with some additions from the Vulgate.
astås’ survey of recent and older studies of Stjórn is short and readable. on pp. xxxii–xxxiii he provides a summary of his results and states:
“1) i første halvpart av 1200-tallet er det utarbeidet en oversettelse, for
det meste uten forklarende tillegg. 2) Denne er revidert og økt med forklaringer, sannsynligvis i årene 1250–60. Revisjonen er representert ved
Stjórn iii og ved enkelte bruddstykker av Mosebøkene. noe stoff om
kong David og kong Salomo er med stor sannsynlighet hentet fra Kongespeilet. 3) Ved slutten av Håkon 5. Magnussons styre er det så kommet i
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stand en ny oversettelse av gn og det meste av ex, Stjórn i, med sterk
utvidelse av forklaringer og tilleggsstoff. Dette er sannsynligvis et uferdig
verk.” i think that most scholars would agree with astås’ main points
but there is a disagreement about the material which Dietrich Hofmann
and Sverre Bagge thought to be borrowed from Konungs skuggsiá. The
final word on that subject remains to be said.
on the whole Reidar astås’ introduction is free of norwegian nationalistic sentiments. But as can be seen from the quotation above he
would like to have Stjórn to be composed in norway. He is of the
opinion that the relationship with the king indicates that the biblical material was first collected in norway. on the other hand he thinks also
possible that an icelander may have collected the material and argues:
“Det er derfor ikke usannsynlig at en norsk skriver har skrevet det opprinnelige, første Stjórn-håndskriftet” (p.xxix). a reasoning of that type
was very common among norwegian scholars in the 20th century. We
can of course not deny that one part of the work was originally requested
by the norwegian king, Hákon the 5th, but as the work is now it is obvious that all parts of it were composed in iceland for an icelandic audience.
The main part of the introduction is devoted to the MSS of Stjórn.
astås has not added anything new to that subject. He does not describe
each MS in ortographical or paleographical detail nor discuss the function
of superscripts or abbreviations within them. This is regrettable, for that
would have saved him from taking too many orthographical variants in
footnotes. The MS aM 227 fol has not been edited diplomatically before
and it seems characteristic for it that its scribes appear careless at times
and making eyes-slips while exhibiting higher regard for the illuminations than the text itself.
astås has chosen to print the text of Stjórn after aM 227 fol as far as
it goes, filling lacunae from other MSS. He expands superscripts and
abbreviations following “de enkelte skriveres praksis” (p. cl), a method
resulting in inconsistencies as noted below.
astås’ description of aM 226 fol largely follows the line reasoning
of older studies. one might have wished that he would have treated the
addition on fols. 62v-69v in a more thorough manner. Jakob Benediktsson maintained as well as i. J. Kirby did before him that this section of
Stjórn, usually called Stjórn ii represents the oldest of old norse biblical
translations, which in their opinion was probably written in iceland in
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the first half of the 13th century. Jakob Benediktsson also mentioned the
possibility that the handwriting demonstrated affinity with the famous
scribal school working mainly on the behalf of the noblemen of Skarð
on Skarðströnd (Skarðverjar). His candidate in this context was Jón Þorláksson the elder.
it would be tempting to ascribe the text of fols. 62v–69v in aM 226
fol to the initative of Skarðverjar, the noblemen at Skarð and Reykhólar,
who enjoyed good relations with the monastery at Helgafell where the
main part of aM 226 fol was written, and composed as a part of biblical
world history. it is, however, disputable whether the text of fols. 62v–
69v is as old as Jakob Benediktsson and i. J. Kirby believed it to be. it is
possible that the addition can be regarded as a 15th century piece, composed for the owners of the MS, and thus comparable to the addition of
Flateyjarbók which comes into the possession of one of the Skarðverjar,
Þorleifr Björnsson who allowed his scribes to add to it some chapters
from the King’s sagas. Furthermore there are hagiographical texts from
that century that were generally composed without exegetical comments.
one should remember too that archaic words or word-formations are no
definitive testimony on a given text’s age.
The most valuable part of Reidar astås’ introduction deals with how
the translators employed their foreign sources, for the most part latin
ones. He locates errors in the old norse translations and on that basis
attempts to trace the exact texts which were in use in the old norse cultural zone during the later Middle ages. in this Reidar astås has been
supported by the scholary editions of the Bible published since 1926. The
marginal references along with a register of foreign sources and biblical
material located at the end of the second volume are of greatest use.
it is clear from this edition that Reidar astås has tried to read the
MSS as exactly as possible. He does not, however, follow the rules which
have generally been applied in scholarly editions of old norse texts, preferring his own manners in denoting variants and expanding abbreviations. on the whole his text is readable but there are occasional errors
which must either be traced to the editor’s lack of practice in editing old
norse text or insufficient knowledge in the original language.
an editor of a scholarly or diplomatic text must sometimes emend
the MS which he has based his text on; scribes make mistakes. it is therefore almost impossible to edit old norse work from the Middle ages
without some emendations; and an edition is always a kind of inter125
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pretation. one can therefore not always follow the scribes’ habits when
preparing the text for modern readers. Reidar astås has e.g. expanded
the superscript tittle ‘er’ in aM 227 fol as er in words like ‘þersi’, and in
the ending in words like ‘hefer’, ‘ser’, regardless of whether it stands for
ier in words like ‘þier’, ‘sier’ denoting the original long é, a spelling that
becomes common in old norse prose in the late 14th century. He has
not assessed whether the scribes are consistent in their orthography or
whether the ending ir is more frequent than er in the endings of verbs (3
p.sg. pr.) or in prepositions like fyrir/fyrer. The interpretation of the
function of this superscript tittle is also very doubtful when he uses it to
denote or in words like ‘morginn’ where a better reading is ‘myrginn’, a
common variant to ‘morginn’ in 14th century old norse prose. another
matter of interpretation is also whether words can be read as a single
composite word, two words or even three words. Seasoned readers in
old norse can of course see at a glance how the text should be read but
this may pose some difficulties to people less accustomed to reading diplomatic texts. as an example i will take Reidar astås’ reading in his edition on p. 83. He prints in two words: ‘sinseigin kyni’. on fol 11va in
aM 227 it is, however, clearly written ‘sins eigin kyni’ with a clear gap
between. Comparably on the same p. he renders ‘a fǫllum’ where the
gap is hardly discernable in the MS. Here as in certain cases an emendation is necessary: ‘af ǫllum’. Further on p. 38 Reidar astås prints ‘harða’
which is clearly wrong. However, he then prints the correct reading of
aM 226 fol in the variants ‘harðla’. Much simpler would have been just
to print ‘harð<l>a’ as is usual in diplomatic editions of old norse. on
p. 711 he prints the heading ‘fra usigr (+ ( i) Unger 433 ...) gẏðinga...’
which Unger had rightly corrected to ‘fra usigri ...’ Most natural would
have been to simply put ‘fra usigr<i>’. This handful of examples is picked at random, however, and a benevolent reader may of course choose
to interpret such instances differently. all the more serious on the other
hand are incorrect interpretations of abbreviations such as those on p.
381 where Reidar astås interprets ‘ld’ with a cross stroke as standing for
‘lð’ and prints ‘egipta lanð’ and ‘egiptalanðz menn’; this abbreviation
stands only for ‘land’, and the word ‘lanð’ does not exist in the language.
it is questionable whether the error on p. 91 ‘sꜳtt nꜳls’ instead of ‘sꜳtt
mꜳls’ is a printing error or a misreading. There are dubious corrections
as well, on p. 1215 Reidar astås prints as an appendix a text from aM
238 fol 1r which had previously been edited by i.J. Kirby (1986); here he
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corrects Kirby’s text according to Peter Springborg’s edition (1988) , l. 6
‘ſkvrmll’ to ‘skvrnill’. it should either be read ‘skvrmll’ or emended: *skurmsl is a known word in icelandic, meaning the same as ‘skurn’, cf. gustav
Storm’s (1886) printing of the text. astås’ correction of Kirby’s text from
aM 1056 4to in l.26 ‘væit’ to ‘vait’ is dubious as well.
overall the introduction to the work is clear and well written but alas
not without errors recurring in the bibliography. on p. xxxii he refers
to guðrún nordal as the author of Íslensk bókmenntasaga vol. i where
Stjórn is discussed. Sverrir Tómasson was responsible for that chapter,
not guðrún nordal, and similarly Vésteinn Ólason was the editor of that
work, not guðrún nordal as stated in the bibliography. Ólafur Halldórsson’s catalogue of icelandic MSS in england is cited on three occasions,
erroneously each time just as in the bibliography. in his description of
aM 229 i fol astås refers to the catalogue of Jónas Kristjánsson, Íslenzk
handrit í Ríkisskjalasafninu í Ósló. Jónas does not mention aM 229 i fol.
The best account of books owned by the See at Skálholt is Hörður Ágústsson’s study from 1992 ‘Skálholt. Skrúði og áhöld’, which Reidar astås
is unfamiliar with. already in 1541 aM 227 fol enters the inventories as
one the vernacular books then in the church collection.
as mentioned already, the most valuable parts of Reidar astås’ work
are his references to foreign sources. However, the indices contain regretfully many errors especially when it comes to icelandic names, e.g.
Hvål for Hvoll or Hváll, Jón Thorláksson for Jón Þorláksson, Jon Þordarson for Jón Þórðarson, Sauðlauksdal for Sauðlauksdalur, Skálholt and
Skålholt split yet being the same, Sigurður Sigurðsson also split in Sigurd
Sigurdsson and Sigurdur Sigurdsson. The ‘sak-register’ would have been
of more practical use if he had normalised the spelling of old norse
terms. i cannot see the purpose in having them referred to in modern
norwegian.
in sum, the new edition of Stjórn is an ambitious work although it
seems to me its editor would have obtained better results if he had more
guidance from people well acquainted with old norse/icelandic not only
from printed books but also from practical experience, dealing with MSS
and texts.
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